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Status
● Open

Subject
Tracker TextArea field multilingual parameter filter is not applied in plugin List (all language are displayed)

Version
21.x Regression

Category
- Regression
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)
- Upgrade Blocker

Feature
Trackers
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
I upgraded a Tiki18 to Tiki21 to find out that TextArea multilingual is not filtered in the plugin List. All languages are displayed in a customSearch instead of displaying the only language that correspond to the actual language. (I suspect it will be the same in a List plugin).

Here the tracker edit view showing different languages for different fields (title, abstract, ...)

Here the tracker view with English language selected (content is displayed for english only that’s correct)

Here the customSearch view with English language selected but all languages are displayed for the
field Abstract (note that title, a text field, is working fine)

Solution
To have only the field displayed for the selected language you have to use
format=trackerrender

This work but it has a price, you can’t use the field as "title" (tracker=>fields) if you don’t want it to
be a link.
May be we should have here too a parameter like "translatable=y or n"...

Importance

7

Easy to solve?

5

Priority

35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

lindon 07 Jun 20 20:32 GMT-0000

 Doesn't look like the show instance has been fully set up to replicate the problem?

Jonny Bradley 08 Jun 20 15:49 GMT-0000

 Seems ok now, thanks to whoever fixed it 😊

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 11 Jun 20 19:38 GMT-0000

 I could finally configure the demo.
It show the bug as described.
No attachments for this item
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